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As you know, the most important (difficult) part 
of muon colliders is to obtain enough 

luminosity for particle physics. 

Today, I talk about possibly a realistic scenario of μ+ based colliders.



Muon beam

Taken from Mibe-san’s lecture slide

Too much spread.

= π mm



Muon cooling
[Nature 2020, MICE collaboration]Principle works.

emittance(mm)-energy(MeV)

simulation and plan for muon cooling of the MAP design



Muon cooling which works for μ+
There is a rather matured(?) technology only works for μ+.

[K.Nagamine et al. 1995]Ultracold muon technology

This has been the key technology for the 
J-PARC muon g-2 experiment.

Mibe-san’s slide

Looks like there is a good chance of realizing a low-emittance μ+ beam!

ultra-cold muon is here.



g-2/EDM experiment @ KEK J-PARC

Yes, it has already been cooled and to be accelerated soon!!

S. Kamioka (talk@muon acceleration workshop, Nov. 2, 2023) 

(Actually, the acceleration of the μ+e-e- bound state has already been demonstrated!!)



μTRISTAN μ+e-/μ+μ+ collider with 1TeV μ+ beam.

30GeV e- / 1TeV μ+ : Higgs factory, √s=346GeV
1TeV μ+ / 1TeV μ+ : new physics search, √s=2TeV



1000 layer of 1mm Tungsten foils

How many cold muons?
J-PARC like proton driver: 6.6 μC * 50 Hz * 2 bunches = 4.1 x 1015 protons/s

pion production target: 40 hits/bunch 2.6 x 1015 π+/s0.016 π+/proton

pion stopping target: 0.5 stopping efficiency * 0.07 muons/π+ 9 x 1013 μ+/s

105 larger than J-PARC MLF.

Super muon factory!

1/(20ms) where 20ms is the lifetime of the 1TeV muon 

simulation: (Yoshida, Sakaki … in progress)



Luminosity?
6.6 μC x 2 x 0.016 x 0.5 x 0.07 ~ 7 nC / bunch ~ 4 x 1010 muons/bunch

….

40 bunches

accelerate up to 1TeV → bunch charge reduced to half by decay

ab-1 level for 10yrs running.

storage ring

2000 turns before next beam

is coming.

Nμ ~ 1010

σ ~ 2-3 μm
frep ~ (c/3km) x 40 bunches

     ~ 100 kHz *40 bunches = 4 MHz

(β* ~ cm)

not bad.

Ne ~ 6 x1010

4x1010 muons 4x1010 muons

storage ring → 2000 turns. further reduced by half

1μs for one turn.

Actually, these numbers are pretty much conservative ones 
compared to MAP estimates.



Luminosity comparison

MAP μTRISTAN(μ+μ+)

normalized 
emittance 25π mm mrad 0.1-1π mm mrad

bunch length 1 cm 0.01-0.1 cm

efficiency 0.1 0.01 - 0.07

total luminosity 
(arb. unit) 1 2.5 - 10000

we see that if we only use μ+, we can have (much) better luminosities.
And, the technology is more matured! Express ticket for muon colliders?

Number of muons may be smaller, but

(eff)2 / (emittance * bunch length) (could be much better for μ+e-)
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What can we do at μTRISTAN?
Higgs factory:
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μ+e-: Very asymmetric

All the particles go to the direction of the muon. 

We need a coverage of η~-4 (2°), which is the same level as the design of the ATLAS at HL-LHC.



Higgs coupling

Higgs factory:
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Study in progress in collaboration with Koji Nakamura 
and Sayuka Kita.

-

simulation with the ATLAS detector for HL-LHC 

~90fb

~105 Higgs bosons

b
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By counting the number of events and compare with the SM prediction

sub percent level measurements.

acceptance ~ 23%
(This should improve a lot with a detector 

designed for this collider.)



Z boson fusion recoil mass

Total width may be measured.



Detector matters
ATLAS (HL-LHC) card

ATLAS (LHC) card with a larger forward coverage 
Much better!

Studies underway.

[K. Nakamura, S. Kita, T. Kaji, K. Yorita]

Delphes

Delphes



Higher energy? μTevatron?

Higgs factory:
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~472fb (50GeV x 3TeV)
~5x105 Higgs bosons (ab-1)

b
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50GeV electron + 3TeV muon at a 6km ring

hh production: 89 events/ab-1  (maybe we need more for coupling measurements)

√s = 775 GeV



Higgs production@μ+μ+
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final state all visible
gets more important at high energy

total

WBF via photon

ZBF
about a factor of two smaller than μ+μ-

(not too bad?)

maybe we should plan 5-10TeV colliders.
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Higgs production@μ+μ+

+ others

hhh coupling at 5-10% level? (@10TeV, 10ab-1)

total

WBF via photon

ZBF

λ/λSM

ZBF:

about 1/3 of μ+μ-



SUSY++
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probe 100TeV scale physics!?

TeV mass new particles

improved EW precision tests

New physics?



μ+

e-/μ+
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Supersymmetry Regions for Nevent/year > 100.

Scalar muons up to TeV even for very heavy gauginos.
Almost completely cover the muon g-2 motivated region.

[Endo, Hamaguchi, Iwamoto, Kitahara ’21]



DM?

mono-μ

S/B is good in this process.

10TeV machine can cover 1TeV Higgsino and 1-2TeV Wino.

track + VBF search?

[with T. Kaji, T. Yoshida, K. Yorita in progress]

indirect search: [Fukuda, Moroi, Niki, Wei ’23]

[Han et al. ’20]

same search is possible at μ+μ+

study@μ+μ-

[Okabe, Shirai ’23]



muon specific
μ+

new physics

μ+

μ+,τ+

μ+,τ+

μ+μ+ has a big advantage in 
looking for new physics 

associated with the muon.

elastic scattering and  lepton flavor violating scattering.

[Hamada, RK, Matsudo, Takaura ’22]

reach to O(100)TeV physics!

[Fridell, RK, Takai ’23]



Summary
μ+ may have a better chance. Interesting to consider a km size 

experiment as a relatively near future project.
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